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QUESTION 1

Which directive is used in an OpenVPN server configuration in order to send network configuration information to the
client? (Specify ONLY the option name without any values or parameters.) 

Correct Answer: push 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following DNS record types can the command dnssec-signzone add to a zone? (Choose THREE correct
answers.) 

A. ASlG 

B. NSEC 

C. NSEC3 

D. NSSlG 

E. RRSlG 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following types can be specified within the Linux Audit system? (Choose THREE correct answers) 

A. Control rules 

B. File system rules 

C. Network connection rules 

D. Console rules 

E. System call rules 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following prefixes could be present in the output of get cifsacl? (Choose THREE correct answers.) 

A. ACL 

B. GRANT 

C. GROUP 



D. OWNER 

E. SlD 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which command installs and configures a new FreelPA server, including all sub-components, and creates a new
FreelPA domain? (Specially ONLY the command without any path or parameters). 

Correct Answer: ipa-server-install 

 

QUESTION 6

How does TSlG authenticate name servers in order to perform secured zone transfers? 

A. Both servers mutually verify their X509 certificates. 

B. Both servers use a secret key that is shared between the servers. 

C. Both servers verify appropriate DANE records for the labels of the NS records used to delegate the transferred zone. 

D. Both servers use DNSSEC to mutually verify that they are authoritative for the transferred zone. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following statements is true about chroot environments? 

A. Symbolic links to data outside the chroot path are followed, making files and directories accessible. 

B. Hard links to files outside the chroot path are not followed, to increase security. 

C. The chroot path needs to contain all data required by the programs running in the chroot environment. 

D. Programs are not able to set a chroot path by using a function call, they have to use the command chroot. 

E. When using the command chroot, the started command is running in its own namespace and cannot communicate
with other processes. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

How are SELinux permissions related to standard Linux permissions? (Choose TWO correct answers.) 

A. SELinux permissions overnde standard Linux permissions. 



B. Standard Linux permissions override SELinux permissions. 

C. SELinux permissions are verified before standard Linux permissions. 

D. SELinux permissions are verified after standard Linux permissions. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 9

In which path is the data, which can be altered by the sysctl command, accessible? 

A. /dev/sys/ 

B. /sys/ 

C. /proc/sys/ 

D. /sysctl/ 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following commands defines an audit rule that monitors read and write operations to the file/
etc/firewall/rules and associates the rule with the name firewall? 

A. auditctl -N firewall -r r: /etc/firewall/rules -r w: etc/firewall/rules 

B. auditctl -A –f/etc/firewall/rules -o r- o w -| firewall 

C. auditctl -w /etc/firewall/rules -p rw -k firewall 

D. auditctl -_read /etc/firewall/rules -_write /etc/firewall/rules --label firewall 

E. echo "n: firewall r:/etc/firewall/rules: w:/etc/firewall/rules:" | auditctl ~ 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which command included in the Linux Audit system provides searching and filtering of the audit log? (Specify ONLY the
command without any path or parameters.) 

Correct Answer: ausearch 

 

QUESTION 12

What happens when the command getfattr a file is run while the file afile has no extended attributes set? 



A. getfattr prints a warning and exits with a values of 0. 

B. getfattr prints a warning and exits with a value of 1. 

C. No output is produced and getfattr exits with a value of 0. 

D. No outputs is produced and getfattr exits with a value of 1 

Correct Answer: C 
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